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P3HT†
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Sequential vapor doping is a vital process in controlling the electronic transport properties of

semiconducting polymers relevant to opto-electronic and thermoelectric applications. Here, we employed

an in situ conductivity method to determine the temporal electronic conductivity (σ) profile when vapor

2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) doping polyĲ3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)

thin films held at a different temperatures. The temporal profile of σ first showed a fast exponential

increase, followed by a brief linear increase until reaching a σmax, and followed by a slow decay in σ. The σ

profile were correlated to structural changes through a combination UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy, X-ray

scattering, and Raman spectroscopy. We find that the timing for σmax, and subsequent drop in σ of P3HT:

F4TCNQ thin films corresponds to the evolution of doping in the crystalline (ordered) and amorphous

(disordered) domains. Specifically, Raman spectroscopy resonant at 785 nm highlighted that the crystalline

domains reached their saturated doping level near σmax and subsequent smaller level of doping occurred in

regions in the disordered domains. Overall, this study emphasizes the importance of granular

understanding of σ and the corresponding structural changes in the crystalline and amorphous domains.

Introduction

Pushing the current limits of electronic conductivity in
organic semiconductors is intimately linked to the method of
doping. Recently, sequential doping has emerged as an
effective method in controlling doping level and ultimately
achieving high electronic conductivity.1–3 The sequential
doping method involves taking a pre-cast film and
subsequently infiltrating dopant molecules through mass

actions either using dopant vapor or dopant in solution. The
ability to achieve high conductivity through this method is
related to the resiliency of the host materials to accept a high
quantity of dopant molecules (10–30 mol%) while
maintaining the underlying morphology that promotes
efficient charge mobility.4–7

Consequently, leveraging sequential doping is of both
technological and fundamental significance. Relative to
inorganic semiconductors, organic materials are low-cost to
produce and use earth-abundant materials.4,5 Accessible
properties such as their light weight, flexibility, and tunability
enable forward-thinking technologies such as curved displays,
wearable energy harvesting, and thin, flexible solar cells.8–11

The sequential doping method allows for unique and powerful
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Design, System, Application

Molecular doping of semiconducting polymers is broadly relevant to flexible opto-electronic and energy conversion and storage applications. The process of
doping introduces a small molecule chemical dopant into the polymeric semiconductor to induce electronic charge carries that drives electronic
conduction. Understanding electronic conduction is important to the ultimate system level performance for transistors, solar cells, and thermoelectrics.
The extent of electronic conductivity is a complex interplay between doping efficiency controlling carrier density and the underlying semicrystalline polymer
morphology controlling the carrier mobility. Here, a model conjugated polymer-dopant pairing of P3HT–F4TCNQ is studied through a collection of
structural characterization techniques that describes the process of incorporation of dopant into the underlying polymer structure. Notably, an in situ

technique is used to measure electronic conductivity as the vapor dopant is introduced to the polymer film. Additionally, resonant Raman spectroscopy
experiments revealed the relative extent of doping within the crystalline (ordered) and amorphous (disordered) domains and their relation to the in situ

conductivity profile. This work shows the viability of applying a similar study to more novel polymer-dopant pairings, demonstrating which may result in
more favorable and stable electronic properties.
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processing strategies, such as the functionally graded doping
design for polymer thermoelectrics shown by Ma et al.12 This
doping method has also been used to make comparisons
between the charge transfer mechanisms of conductive
polymers.13 Here, we focus on investigating the vapor doping
methodology and its mechanisms.

Electronic conductivity (σ) is directly proportional to the
charge carrier concentration (n) and mobility (μ). Molecular
dopants are introduced into underlying polymeric material to
increase n, yet this may disrupt the high μ that conjugated
polymers are selected for.14,15 The complicated interplay
between the polymer and dopant directs these two crucial
properties. Multiple factors play into this interaction. One such
factor is the chemical reaction between the polymer and
dopant. The process of introducing charges into the system
occurs through a redox reaction. This can take the form of an
integer charge transfer, which, for the case of the conjugated
polymer – small molecular dopant system, places the dopant
between the polymer sidechains, or a charge transfer complex
(introducing only a fractional charge), which situates the
dopant between the backbones of the neighbouring polymer
chains (within the π–π stacking).16–20 A major factor that
determines the type and efficiency of the charge transfer is the
relation between the electronic structures of the polymer and
dopant, in particular their HOMO–LUMO overlap.20–23 For
example, planar molecular dopants such as F4TCNQ, F2TCNQ,
F1TCNQ, and TCNQ only differ by the number of fluorine
atoms substituted in place of hydrogen, yet these dopants'
LUMO differ by a range of 0.8 eV, which has a significant effect
on the effectiveness of the dopant.24,49

As noted earlier, many of these properties are controlled
by the method by which the dopant is introduced into the
polymeric material.24–26 Jacobs et al., to our knowledge, first
demonstrated the difference between mixing dopant and
polymer in solution before casting the polymer as a film
(labeled “mixed solution”) and casting the polymer as a film
before depositing the dopant on top in an orthogonal
solution (known as “sequential solution doping”).1 Hynynen
et al. use sequential vapor doping to show that sequential
doping produces higher σ to similar materials doped via the
mixed solution method at the same dopant concentration.26

This effect has been shown through multiple studies to be
due to the sequential solution doping method preserving the
underlying morphology of the polymer, and in some recent
studies, shown to further order the amorphous fractions of
the film, leading to higher charge carrier mobility.1,27–30

Insights about the structural effects of molecular doping
provide a view into the delicate balance in the interaction
between dopant and polymer. This intricate interplay is
demonstrated by increased ordering in more amorphous
regimes and a growth in long-range order at optimal doping
concentrations, while too much dopant will start to disorder
the backbone π–π overlap necessary for efficient interchain
backbone conduction.5,31

The complexity of the interactions involved in sequential
vapor doping make an exact understanding of the molecular

doping mechanism difficult. Dependence of the sequential
vapor doping mechanism on film temperature also remains
unclear, with proposed changes around the glass transition
temperature of the conjugated backbone.29,31,32 While
previous studies have contributed to a deeper understanding
on the sequential vapor doping process, a few targeted
characterizations for further elucidation of the structure–
transport properties of vapor doped semiconducting
polymers remain. First, what is the instantaneous
progression of σ as a function of doping time upon vapor
dopant infiltration? Second, what is the role of the film
temperature on the progression of σ as a function of vapor
doping time? Lastly, what is the temporal evolution of doping
in the ordered and disordered regions of the polymer?

To address these questions, we investigate the structure–
transport properties of the archetypical conjugated polymer-
dopant pairing, P3HT:F4TCNQ. Unique to our study are in
situ measurements of σ while vapor doping using a custom-
fabricated doping apparatus. This approach provides a
granular understanding of the evolution of electronic
conduction properties as a function of doping time. From
this understanding, we probe what effect the temperature of
the polymer film has on the dynamics of molecular doping,
and we compare the shape of the σ curve to the evolution of
the disordered and ordered regimes of the polymer through
X-ray scattering and Raman spectroscopy. Our work
elucidates how the in situ conductivity curve, when
considered with targeted physical and electronic
characterization, further develops molecular doping as a path
to electronic polymeric materials.

Results and discussion
Neat P3HT thin film fabrication and properties

Thin films of P3HT were fabricated through a spin coating
method (see Methods section for details). A single processing
condition was applied in this study to ensure consistent
properties of pre-cast films for vapor doping. In short, thin
films were spin coated from a chlorobenzene solution and
subsequently heated at 100 °C to drive out residual solvent.
The resultant P3HT thin films had a thickness of 48 ± 5 nm
based on AFM. In Fig. S1† we show the UV-vis-NIR spectrum
of the neat P3HT thin film. Analysis of the spectrum using
the Spano model revealed the degree of aggregation is 37%;
this result is discussed in detail in the ESI.†33,34 Additionally,
a cyclic voltammetry measurement, as seen in Fig. S2,†
indicates that the onset potential is 0.093 V vs. Fc/Fc+ and,
thus an ionization energy of −5.10 eV. F4TCNQ's reported
electron affinity is reported as around −5.2 eV, leading to
efficient integer charge transfer.21

Apparatus for controlled vapor-doping experiments

We constructed a doping chamber and sample holder for the
purpose of controlled vapor doping and in situ conductivity
measurements of a polymer thin film sample held at a
constant temperature (Fig. 1, see Fig. S3† for 3D rendering).
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More detailed descriptions and procedures are located in the
Methods section and the ESI.† The following summarizes the
pertinent features of the apparatus.

The sample holder has a thermoelectric module (Peltier)
for active temperature control of the thin film sample (Tfilm).
The thermoelectric module, coupled with a water-cooling
heat sink, permitted a stable operational range from 0 °C to
70 °C. This temperature was measured using a thermistor
that was thermally connected to the sample substrate, and
thus ensured stable temperature measurement and control of
the sample directly. Two stainless-steel probes allowed for
electrical contact with the sample during vapor doping.

The doping chamber was designed for controlled
sublimation of dopant by heating at the ambient pressure of
the glovebox. The chamber housing is made of stainless-steel
metal, which is in constant thermal contact with the heating
source (ceramic hotplate). A cylindrical glass insert is placed
in the center of the doping chamber to house the dopant
source, which is placed on the bottom as a pellet in an
alumina crucible. A thermocouple is placed near the dopant
source at the base of the metal chamber to monitor the
dopant sublimation temperature (Tdopant), which was fixed to
200 °C in this study unless otherwise stated.

P3HT–F4TCNQ in situ conductivity

To study vapor doping conductivity in situ, thin film P3HT
was doped with F4TCNQ with Tfilm = 0, 30, and 70 °C. This
range of temperatures is significant for probing the vapor
doping process of P3HT above and below the Tg of the
polymer backbone, which is known to be around 20 °C
(dependent on the molecular weight and regioregularity).35

Another potential effect would rely on how quickly the
diffusion into the polymer would occur; one hypothesis is
that at higher Tfilm, the diffusion would occur more quickly
and would accelerate the rise of σ.

Using an interdigitated electrode device, the σ of the thin
film can be tracked from its beginning to its end over six
orders of magnitude. σ of P3HT was measured while doping
with F4TCNQ up until 20 min, at which point all curves had
established an equilibrium σ.

Representative curves at these three different Tfilm can be
seen in Fig. 2. A common pattern appears for all three
temperatures, which looks similar to the standard relation
between σ and dopant concentration published many times
prior.3,30,36 The σ profile shows a significant rise upon the
film's first introduction to dopant, exponentially climbing
around five orders of magnitude in around a minute, then
slows to climbs linearly, and finally reaches a maximum
electronic conductivity (σmax) within four minutes. Past this
point, the magnitude of the σ drops, which previously has
been attributed to the oversaturation of the dopant degrading
the order of the polymer, which in turn reduces the mobility
of the charge carriers in the material.27

A few comparisons stand out between the three Tfilm. The
σmax and general trends are almost identical between runs at
the different Tfilm. Tfilm = 0 °C reached a σmax about a minute
faster than the films at Tfilm = 30 °C and Tfilm = 70 °C. We
hypothesize that the difference in the timing of σmax (tmax) is
attributed to the adsorption of vaporized dopant occurring
more quickly due to the larger temperature gradient between
dopant and film. Across five runs, σmax,0°C = 2.9 ± 0.29 S
cm−1, σmax,30°C = 2.38 ± 0.26 S cm−1, and σmax,70°C = 1.34 ±
0.04 S cm−1; this shows a trend of σ rising highest when Tfilm
is the lowest, but in general σmax does not vary much from
Tfilm to Tfilm. The lack of strong temperature dependence on
the conductivity curve indicates that the dopant diffusion
does not depend on the backbone Tg for fast diffusion, likely
passing through the space provided by the low Tg alkyl
sidechains. Post σmax, the films retain over 70% of their σmax

Fig. 1 Cross section of apparatus for vapor doping experiments. Metal
doping chamber houses glass insert with alumina crucible and
F4TCNQ pellet within. F4TCNQ pellet is vaporized by heating the
metal doping chamber to a desired temperature on a hot plate, whose
temperature in monitored by a thermocouple in the base. The sample
is simultaneously measured and held stable by the metal contact
probes, and a thermoelectric holds the temperature of the sample to a
set constant from 0 °C to 70 °C. All vapor doping experiments were
performed in an argon glovebox.

Fig. 2 In situ conductivity curves of F4TCNQ-doped P3HT. The σ for
P3HT over the course of doping with F4TCNQ is shown for three
different Tfilm. The semilog plot shows that σ rises five orders of
magnitude in around two minutes, and the linear inset details the form
of the drop in σ past σmax.
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once they stabilize out, which, in these experiments, did not
differ consistently with Tfilm.

In order to probe the universality of the σ profile, a few
further in situ conductivity experiments were conducted using
the P3HT–F4TCNQ system. In the first experiment, we
reduced the sublimation temperature of the dopant (Tdopant)
from 200 °C to 160 °C. We did this to test if a slower
sublimation rate would change the trends of the in situ σ

curve. These doping curves at Tdopant = 160 °C showed a
similar σmax to curves with Tdopant = 200 °C. When the doping
curve for Tdopant = 160 °C was scaled by sublimation rate, its
shape closely matched curves with the standard Tdopant = 200
°C, as seen in Fig. S4B.†

The melt-crystallized film showed a slightly higher and
more stable σmax and slower tmax compared to the “soft”
annealed films. We hypothesize that the higher and more
stable σ is due to the melt-crystallized P3HT having a higher
fraction of crystalline domains. The overlap of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the aggregate-P3HT
with the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the
F4TCNQ is stronger than that of the amorphous-P3HT HOMO
with the F4TCNQ LUMO and should result in a higher number
of charge carriers generated overall with better stability of the
reaction between the dopant and polymer.37

Stabilization of conductivity at specific doping times.

We conducted in situ conductivity experiments where the
sample was doped to specific doping times. These curves
were shown in Fig. 3 at the same three Tfilm as the in situ
conductivity experiments. This figure was constructed as
such: the solid black curve is the in situ conductivity profile
as shown in Fig. 2, and the dotted, colored curves represent
samples doped to the doping times at 50 s intervals (e.g. red
is doped to 50 s, orange to 100 s), and show the stabilization
of the σ after the sample was taken off the dopant.

In Fig. 3, the samples stabilized before and after tmax show
different behavior in σ. For samples doped to a time before tmax

(e.g. 50 s, 100 s), the drop in σ resolves quickly and retains most

of the σ during stabilization. For samples doped to a time
closer to, and especially after tmax, relatively large reductions
occur in σ (∼80 to 90% of the initial σ at that specific doping
time) that take minutes to stabilize. We hypothesize from this
transition that tmax represents a tipping point towards a small
decrease in σ, whether through a reduction in charge carriers
or the mobility of those charge carriers.

Absorption measurements of P3HT–F4TCNQ track fraction of
doped sites to in situ σ curve

To gain further insight into the nature of the shape of the in
situ doping curve, we used UV-vis-NIR spectra to determine a
relative measure of doping level.

Fig. 4A shows the UV-vis-NIR absorption for a P3HT film
doped in 50 s intervals, from neat to 300 s for Tfilm = 0 °C
(Fig. S5† shows the spectra for Tfilm = 30, 70 °C). The black
curve, for the neat polymer, shows a peak at 2.3 eV that
corresponds to the primary absorption peak for neutral
P3HT. Upon doping, peaks at 0.5 and 1.5 eV appear, which
correspond to allowed sub-gap transition bands in positive
polarons, as well as peaks at 1.4 and 1.6 eV, which come from
the F4TCNQ radical anion and is indicative of an integer
charge transfer doping mechanism.30,38 Murrey et al. use a
parameter Θ, which they define as the fraction of doped
P3HT sites over the total available P3HT sites. They linearly
approximate this from the absorption using the equation

Θ ¼ AP
AP þ AN

(1)

where AP is the integral of the polaron absorption peak fit at
0.5 eV and AN is the integral of the neutral P3HT absorption at
2.3 eV.39 We fit our spectra (using a fitting seen in Fig. S6†) to
extract out the absorptions necessary to calculate Θ, and the
evolution of Θ was plotted versus time doped in Fig. 4B.

As the amount of time doped increases, the neutral P3HT
peak at 2.3 eV is bleached while the peaks attributed to the
doped material increases.40 It appears that the rise in Θ

slows, then hits a maximum at the tmax in its corresponding

Fig. 3 Stabilization of σ at 50 s intervals. Samples of P3HT were doped with F4TCNQ at 50 s intervals as to replicate the conditions of samples that
were taken off at that time for other experiments, such as UV-vis, Raman spectroscopy, and grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering. The
dotted line indicates the shape of the σ curve when the sample is taken off at the beginning of the dotted line (i.e. the red dotted line was curtailed
at 50 s). The solid line indicates the in situ curve of σ.
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in situ conductivity experiment (150 s or 200 s doped). After
this maximum, Θ equilibrates or reduces slightly. All three
Tfilm show similar values for Θ as well as the overall trend,
which corresponds to their similarity for the in situ
conductivity experiments.

Local molecular ordering of polymer closely correlates to σ

To provide more context to how the dopant situates and
interacts with the ordered domains of the polymer film, we

used grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS).
The molecular packing structure of P3HT is well
documented, as well as its reaction to the infiltration of
molecular dopant in both solution sequential and vapor
sequential doping methods.27,30,40 Qualities such as long-
range ordering and the π–π stacking spacing are
determinants on how efficiently charges can be conducted
via inter- and intra-chain mechanisms; F4TCNQ has been
shown to intercalate into the alkyl-stacking of the polymer
during vapor doping, as well as reduce the π–π stacking

Fig. 4 UV-vis-NIR absorption of P3HT and P3HT–F4TCNQ samples. (A) Representative absorption spectra of P3HT–F4TCNQ films doped to the
levels shown in Fig. 3 (0 s to 300 s at 50 s intervals), with sample temperature 0 °C, shown normalized to the neutral P3HT peak at 2.3 eV in (B).
The peak at 0.5 eV is attributed to the polaron and the peak at 2.3 eV is attributed to the neutral P3HT. (C) Plotting the fraction of doped P3HT
sites (Θ) versus the doping time. The value of Θ is correlated to charge carrier concentration.

Fig. 5 Evolution of ordered structures over the course of doping. Grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) was conducted on P3HT
vapor doped with F4TCNQ at 50 s intervals from 0 s to 300 s for all three sample temperatures. (A)–(C) show the azimuthal linecuts of the scattering
images, such as the ones seen in Fig. S10.† (D) Shows the evolution of the alkyl-stacking spacing, which are represented in the linecuts as the first three,
equal spaced out peaks. (E) Shows the π–π stacking, which is represented by the broad peak originating around 1.6 Å−1 in the neat film.
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spacing, increasing π–π orbital overlap and leading to better
interchain conduction.41

2D GIWAXS scattering images from these experiments can
be seen in Fig. S7–S9† for Tfilm = 0, 30 and 70 °C respectively.
1D scattering profiles were obtained via radial integration of
the 2D scattering images, which are displayed in Fig. 5A–C.
The strong features primarily seen in the qz direction that are
equally spaced out correspond to the lamella-stacked side
chains (h00). The broad ring that stretches both in and out of
the plane of scattering is the (020) peak, which is associated
with the π–π stacking direction. In our analysis, resolving the
individual peaks further out in reciprocal-space is difficult,
so the maximum scattering spacing was used as an estimate
of the average spacing distance. The alkyl sidechain stacking
distance and the π–π stacking distance are plotted versus
doping time in Fig. 5D and E, respectively.

Qualitatively, the scattering trends seen here are consistent
to the reported results in literature. Upon doping, the
sidechain/alkyl stacking and the π–π stacking distances do not
drastically change; the (h00) peaks' position decreases in
reciprocal space, corresponding to a larger spacing between the
sidechains. This increase in the alkyl stacking distance
increases at a higher rate from the onset of doping to 150 s,
dependent on Tfilm, which corresponds to tmax in our in situ
experiments. Quantitatively, for the P3HT–F4TCNQ with Tfilm =
0 °C, the alkyl stacking spacing (d100) changes from 1.64 nm to
1.80 nm. Concurrently, the π–π stacking peak position
increases in reciprocal space, indicating a decrease in packing
spacing in the π–π direction. Although the spacing dropped
quickly in the first 100 s of doping, the change in spacing slows
down as the doping reaches σmax as seen in the in situ
conductivity experiment. For the P3HT–F4TCNQ at Tfilm = 0 °C,
the π–π stacking spacing reduced from d020 = 0.381 nm to
0.355 nm over the course of 300 s vapor doping.

Resonance Raman spectroscopy of P3HT–F4TCNQ show
evolution of doping in ordered and amorphous domains

Raman spectra are very sensitive to π-electrons due to their
polarizability under photoexcitation.42,43 We use this
phenomenon along with resonance Raman techniques to
capture the evolution of various fractions of the polymer film.
By using an excitation laser that matches the energy of the
polaronic (charged) polymer, we can preferentially probe
structural changes arising from these features.44 This can be
executed using a 785 nm laser (1.58 eV) that lines up with the
second polaronic absorption and dopant anion peaks (see
Fig. S6†).

The Raman spectra from the 785 nm excitation laser can be
seen in Fig. 6A and S10.† These spectra were obtained on
P3HT–F4TCNQ films vapor doped in 50 s intervals, from neat
to 300 s, at the three Tfilm as the in situ conductivity
experiments. The spectra in these figures are focused on the
1300 to 1600 cm−1 range, which features peaks that correspond
to the CC intraring vibration modes which are sensitive to
the charging of the conjugated thiophene backbone.

To accurately track the relative concentration of certain
fractions over the course of doping, the spectra were fit to
peaks that were described by Nightingale et al. Peaks
corresponding to the CC intraring vibration of the neutral
fractions were centered around 1455 cm−1, with a peak from
the neutral, ordered domains around 1447 cm−1 and a peak
from the neutral, disordered domains around 1462 cm−1

(Fig. 6B and S9†). Changes in peak position and shape were
attributed to changes in conjugation length (i.e.,
conformational order), with lower wavenumbers
corresponding to longer conjugation length (hence why the
disordered polymer peak sits at a higher wavenumber than
the ordered).42 The peak widths and peak locations were
given bounds to account for changes in the mean and
distribution in conjugation lengths; these bounds were
sourced from Nightingale et al.42 Due to the resonance of the
charged domains of the film, we can also resolve the charged
ordered and charged disordered domains of the films, whose
peaks sit at roughly 1417 cm−1 and 1401 cm−1, respectively.
These peaks were allowed to change in both peak width and
position more widely, due to expected changes in the mean
and standard deviation of conjugation lengths in the charged
polymer as dopant infiltrated and interacted with the
polymer film. A more detailed discussion of the fitting
methodology, parameters, and data can be found alongside
Fig. S11 and Tables S1–S3 in the ESI.†

The relative integrated peak area from the fits of the 785 nm
excited Raman for Tfilm = 0, 30, and 70 °C is plotted in Fig. 6C–
E respectively. The relative integrated peak area was obtained
by dividing the integrated area of the peak in question by all
the peaks attributed to the polymer in its spectrum's fit; this
was done in order to track the relative changes of each peak
over the course of doping, dividing out the increase of the total
absorption due to resonance with the polymeric polaron.

Due to the presence of the dopant anion peak (1451 cm−1)
over the neutral, ordered, and neutral, disordered peaks, we
chose to focus our analysis primarily on the evolution of the
charged, ordered and charged, disordered peaks. Comparing
the ratio of charged peaks to neutral peaks (roughly
correspondent to Θ in our UV-vis-NIR analysis), the ratio is
highest at tmax (∼200 s) and decreases slightly from that
maximum at higher doping times. However, the greatest
increase in charged, ordered peak area comes from the step
from the neat film to the 50 s doped film, whereas charged,
disordered appears to increase steadily with time, with its
maximum corresponding to tmax and the highest ratio of
charged to neutral peak area. The decrease in the ratio also
appears to be primarily due to a loss in peak area for the
charged, disordered peak, whereas the charged, ordered
relative peak area stays relatively constant.

To recontextualize, these results indicate that the dopant
first preferentially infiltrates and reacts with the ordered
domains, which are energetically more favorable to interact
with than the disordered domains. This rapid reaction with
the ordered domain also corresponds with the exponential
rise in conductivity, over five orders of magnitude, for the
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first 50 s. The slower, linear rise of conductivity can be
attributed to the increase in charge carrier concentration in
the disordered domains, and the final stabilization to a lower
σ also can be attributed to a loss of charge carrier
concentration in the disordered domains.

These results build upon what has been with previously
shown in P3HT Raman literature. In a blend P3HT/PCBM film,
Gao et al. show via 473 nm resonance Raman a broadening of
the “aggregate P3HT” peak around 1450 cm−1 as F4TCNQ
loading increases, which we would attribute to an increase in
the charged ordered peak.18 Chew et al. corroborate this
finding using a 532 nm excitation focusing on the neutral
aggregates, claiming an increase in conjugation length of the
neutral aggregates with the presence of F4TCNQ dopant.45 Lim
et al. use an off-resonance laser wavelength of 633 nm that
averages over the entire film, and show that both RR and RRa
P3HT have a stiffening of the backbone with the presence of
F4TCNQ.27 This phenomenon was shown to also exist in
polythiophenes with polar sidechains by Ma et al., where
P3MEET shows a lower conjugation length than P3HT, but
similarly stiffens in the presence of dopant.46

Conclusions

This study investigated vapor doping of P3HT with F4TCNQ
in order to understand the evolution of conductivity in situ

and the corresponding structural changes at the molecular
level. The temporal profile of σ first exhibited a rapid
exponential increase, followed by a short linear increase until
reaching a σmax, and finally followed by a slow decay in σ.
While the profile and range of σ are comparable for each Tfilm
(0, 30, 70 °C) investigated, tmax was achieved the fastest at
Tfilm = 0 °C where the temperature difference between the
Tdopant and Tfilm was the largest. For in situ conductivity
experiments where the sample was doped to a specific time,
the decay and stabilization of σ was dependent on the
proximity to tmax. Specifically, samples doped close to and
after tmax demonstrated the largest decay in σ.

The characterization of the vapor doped P3HT thin films
through UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy, and GIWAXS provided
complementary insight on the extent of doping. Analysis of
the UV-vis-NIR spectra reveal the doping level (based on the
fraction of doped sites, Θ), increases linearly until hitting a
maximum near tmax in its corresponding in situ σ curve after
which the doping level stabilized. By monitoring d100 and
d020 from the GIWAXS results showed the changes to these
characteristic spacings from the infiltration of dopant anion
in crystalline domains stabilizes near tmax of the in situ
doping curve – consistent with the UV-vis-NIR data.

Resonant Raman spectroscopy experiments provided deeper
insights on the relative extent of doping within the crystalline
(ordered) and amorphous (disordered) domains and their

Fig. 6 Raman spectra and peak fitting for P3HT–F4TCNQ samples doped to different levels. (A) Raman measurements were conducted on P3HT–
F4TCNQ films doped to the levels shown in Fig. 3 (0 s to 300 s at 50 s intervals), using an excitation wavelength of 785 nm. (B) Peak fittings were
made according to the methodology introduced in ref. 42. (C–E) The peak areas from the fittings were taken, and ratios of integrated peak area
fitted were calculated, for Tfilm = 0, 30, & 70 °C respectively. The in situ σ curves for the respective Tfilm is overlayed for easier comparison. More
detailed descriptions of the fitting methods are described in Fig. S11 and Tables S1 through S4.†
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connection to the in situ conductivity profile. Specifically, at
785 nm, the spectra revealed relative fraction of neutral
ordered, charged ordered, neutral disordered, charged
disordered components in the thin films. At 50 s, doping
preferentially occurred in the ordered domains leading to a
larger relative charged ordered fraction while only a small
fraction of charge is formed in the amorphous domains. As the
doping time was increased, the propensity of doping was still
in the ordered domains and accounts for the rapid rise in σ

until approaching tmax. In the context of the in situ conductivity
profile, this corresponded to the transition point where the
conductivity changes linearly and reaches σmax. In this
transition regime, the crystalline domains reached their
saturated doping (charged) level and subsequent doping only
occurred at sites in the disordered domains.

This method of comparing these characterization
techniques to the in situ/ex situ σ curves has been fruitful in
providing more granular insight into the processes of vapor
molecular doping. Going forward, this platform is readily
available for use for more novel polymer-dopant
combinations. Further insight into how different sidechains
or functional groups on the backbone effects the in situ σ,
and how this is reflected in further characterization, will help
to realize materials with better stability and higher σ with
better understanding on how the polymer chemistry and
structure affect the molecular doping process.

Methods
Materials and sample preparation

All substrates used for grazing incidence wide angle X-ray
scattering (GIWAXS), Raman spectroscopy, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and UV-vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy in
this study were cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone and
2-propanol for 15 minutes each. GIWAXS measurements were
performed on films deposited on Si substrates with 1.5 nm of
native SiO2. UV-vis absorption, Raman measurements, and
AFM were performed on films deposited on top of quartz
substrates. Conductivity measurements were performed on
films deposited on custom-fabricated interdigitated gold
electrodes (IDEs), which in turn is on Si substrates with 1000
nm of thermally-grown SiO2. Solutions of 91% to 94%
regioregular polyĲ3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (RR-P3HT) (Rieke
Metals) were prepared by dissolving P3HT in anhydrous
chlorobenzene at 10 mg mL−1. The mixed solutions were
shaken overnight before being spun onto the prepared
substrates. The substrates were spin coated with solution at
2000 rpm at 45 seconds, then at 3000 rpm for 25 seconds.
IDEs were cleaned of excess polymer with cotton swabs to
reduce leakage current.

In situ conductivity setup

For the in situ conductivity measurements, a specialized
setup was fabricated for control and precision of
measurement. A steady-state temperature is achieved using a
thermoelectric module. The sample is held in place by two

electrode probes, which allows for electrical contact with the
sample during vapor doping. See Fig. 1 for a cross section of
the setup, and Fig. S3† for a more detailed 3D rendering.

Vapor doping process

Vapor doping of F4TCNQ was performed in an argon-filled
glovebox. Approximately 5 mg of dopant was pressed into a
pellet and placed in an aluminum oxide crucible (OD 6.8 mm
× H 4 mm from Government Scientific Source Inc.), which
was in turn placed in a glass insert (diameter ∼5 cm, height
∼4.5 cm). A stainless-steel container is then preheated to
allow the chamber to reach the desired temperature, which is
monitored by thermocouple, and the glass insert is placed
inside the container, at which point the setup is allowed to
stabilize in temperature. A Teflon cap is placed upon the
opening of the glass insert to block dopant from polluting
the glovebox.

All samples used for doping were placed within the
sample holder. Electrical contact was made to the sample
through the sample holder, which was then routed via cables
through the back of the glovebox to a BioLogic SP-200
Potentiostat. A voltage of 100 mV is applied to the sample,
and the current through the sample is measured by the
potentiostat every second. These data are converted from
current to resistance and then conductivity through the
equation:

σIDE ¼ 1
R

d
l N − 1ð Þh

where d = 8 μm is the separation distance between the

electrodes, l = 150 μm is the length of the electrode, N = 80 is
the number of electrodes and h is the thickness of the sample.47

UV-vis-NIR. UV-vis-NIR spectra of neat P3HT and vapor-
doped thin films on quartz substrates were obtained using
the Shimadzu UV-3600 Plus UV-vis-NIR Dual Beam
Spectrophotometer housed in the Soft Matter
Characterization Facility (SMCF) (Pritzker School of
Molecular Engineering, University of Chicago).
Measurements were taken within a wavelength range of 250
to 2480 nm.

Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy experiments
were performed under ambient conditions using the Horiba
LabRAM HR Evolution NIR confocal Raman microscope
housed in the Chicago Materials Research Center. Raman
spectra of neat and doped P3HT thin films were collected
using a 100× objective and a 785 nm wavelength laser. Laser
power and was set to 10% for 785 nm lasers to minimize
local heating and material degradation. Spectra were taken
between a wavenumber range of 1116 to 1771 cm−1. For
deeper insight into the peak fitting methodology, a detailed
discussion can be found alongside Fig. S11 and Tables S1–S3
in the ESI.†

Grazing incidence wide angle X-ray diffraction. GIWAXS
experiments were conducted at the Advanced Photon Source
(Argonne National Laboratory) at beamline 8-ID-E. The energy
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of the incident beam was at 10.91 keV, and a Pilatus 1MF
pixel array detector (pixel size = 172 μm) was used.48 The
measurement time for one image was 10 seconds. All
samples were placed and measured in a low vacuum
chamber (10−3 mbar) to reduce the air scattering as well as to
minimize beam radiation damage. There are multiple rows of
inactive pixels between the detector modules when the
images were collected at one position. To fill these inactive
gaps, the detector was moved down to a pre-set new position
along the vertical direction after each measurement. After the
image was collected at the new spot, the data from these two
detector positions were combined using the GIXSGUI
package for MATLAB to fill the inactive gaps. The absence of
artifacts in the combined image demonstrates that the
scattering from the sample does not change during the
exposure. The GIXSGUI package was also used to output the
GIWAXS signals as intensity maps in (qr, qz) space, and take
the linecuts along out-of-plane (qz) and in-plane directions
(qr). GIWAXS images of thin films were taken at a grazing
incident X-ray angle of 0.14°, which is above the critical angle
of the polymer film and below the critical angle of the silicon
substrate.
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